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-----Original Message-----
From: Michael_Linde@nps.gov [mailto:Michael_Linde@nps.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2007 3:45 PM
To: Scott Kreiter
Subject: Re: FW: Wells Reservoir Rec Needs Analysis

thx, Scott, Susan is doing well;

I'm ok with what Jim is recommending & the changes that have been made;

Michael

Michael Linde
Leader, Partnership Programs
NPS/Pacific West Region - Seattle
(206) 220-4113/FAX (206) 220-4161

_______________________________________
From: Scott Kreiter
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2007 1:51 PM
To: 'michael_linde@nps.gov'
Subject: FW: Wells Reservoir Rec Needs Analysis

Michael,

Below is a message I sent to Susan Rosebrough regarding comments that she and Jim Eychaner
had on our Recreation Needs Analysis study plan for Wells Relicensing.  I realize that 
Susan is on maternity leave, so I wanted to send this on to you for your information.  

I’ve also attached a message from Jim Eychaner with his concurrence on the changes.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at any time.  I hope Susan is 
doing well.

Thanks!

Scott Kreiter
Douglas County PUD
509-881-2327

________________________________________
From: Scott Kreiter
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2007 11:15 AM
To: jime@iac.wa.gov; 'Lee Webster'; 'Susan_Rosebrough@nps.gov'
Subject: Wells Reservoir Rec Needs Analysis

Susan, Lee, and Jim,
 
Please find attached the reviesed Rec Needs Analysis for the Wells Project.  I hope these 
edits address your concerns regarding Hispanic use of the reservoir.  Please feel free to 
provide any feedback you may have.  This was your issue, so i want to be sure that you are
comfortable with the changes before sending out to the rest of the work group.  All of the
changes are highlighted in yellow.
 
You will also see that we added some additional detail to the methods section on 
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estimating future recreation use.  This was in response to a suggestion by FERC that we be
sure that everyone in the RWG has an understanding of the protocol we plan to use.  Jim 
and Susan - you are the experts on this, so your feedback on this added methodology would 
be helpful.  
 
Thanks much for your input.
-Scott


